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Abstract

An automated grammar checking tool for Sinhala language is a shortage so far. Efforts taken so far have been mostly considered rule-based approaches map Sinhala grammar rules. However, major limitations identified in exiting literature are, rule-based approaches being unable to understand the context of the sentences and extensive work has to be done to scale the system introducing new grammatical features. This research will focus on tackling the free word order nature and complex morphology of Sinhala language in order to implement a more reliable grammar checker.

The solution of the project is utilising a neural machine translation model to learn the probable grammar errors made by day today people and the respective corrections for those errors. The system is composed of a sequence to sequence model with attention module which is widely used architecture in machine translation applications. Grammar correcting model was trained with generated grammatical errors related to verbs of Sinhala language. Within the considered scope, the performance of the system is up to the expectations and highly promising. Also, the system is highly scalable with the data driven approach taken.
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